
 In the process of executing the contract, management consultants played a significant role, ac-

companied by altered political processes and spheres. 

 The undisclosed contractual conditions negotiated with the private companies were structured 

to the detriment of the federal state of Berlin. 

 During the campaign phase of the 2011 referendum, the main focus lay on broader calls for ma-

king the water supply more democratic, in addition to the demands for re-municipalisation (cf. 

Härlin/Berlin Wassertisch, 2018). 

 

In addition to Europe’s single market, European foreign trade policy represents a field of increasing 

importance for the organisation of public services, including water supply and sanitation. Within the 

scope of multilateral and bilateral free trade and association agreements, the EU is taking on 

financial obligations according to international law and relating to the rules on deregulating the trade 

of services (cf. Krajewski, 2011: 117). International trade agreements become vital components of 

Europe’s legal system after coming into effect under international law (cf. Laskowski, 2016: 12). 

Through this process, they gain priority over existing legal structures in two respects. They always 

take precedence over the laws of member states and the EU’s secondary law unless member 

state or EU law caveats have been explicitly declared (Laskowski, 2016; Deinlein, 2017: 35). This 

“overriding legal effectiveness” thus affects freedom of action of in less powerful public authorities at 

municipal, regional and national level when providing public services (Nettesheim, 2016). This con-

flicts with the applicable regulations for municipal self-government and subsidiarity (AöW, 

2016: 2). As such, the Water Framework Directive (Directive 2000/60/EC) would have to be designed 

and applied in conformity with CETA. The precautionary principle applied in the Water Framework 

Directive for the prevention of water pollution could be interpreted in a liberalised way as a result. 

Equally, national legislation or governmental measures for protecting public services for the common 

good – such as regulations for the prevention of water pollution or fee caps for social reasons – could 

potentially lead to conflicts with investment protection regulations and then to complaints brought to 

arbitration tribunals (Laskowski, 2016: 3).  

Deregulation of public services within foreign trade policy began when the multilateral WTO agree-

ment GATS (General Agreement on Trade in Services) came into force in 1995 (cf. Raza, 2008: 279). 

Since the GATS negotiations came to a standstill in 2005, various bilateral free trade agreements 

have been made. As regards the EU, particular attention has been paid in recent years to the negoti-

ations on the bilateral agreements CETA (Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement), TTIP 

(Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) and the Japan-EU Free Trade Agreement JEFTA 

as well as to the multilateral agreement TiSA (Trade in Services Agreement).  

The basic principles of more recent agreements such as TTIP and CETA build on GATS. However, 

as they are all aiming for significant, far-reaching deregulation measures, this “new generation” of 

agreement, can also be referred to as GATS-plus or WTO-plus (cf. Madner, 2016: 223; Raza, 2012: 

60; Deinlein, 2017). CETA is now known as the “blueprint, “testing lab” and “door opener” for this 

future generation of agreements (cf. Madner, 2016: 226). In particular, these future agreements in-

volve deregulating trade in services by removing various barriers to market entry identified as “non-

tariff” trade barriers (ibid.). In addition, regulations for public procurement, subsidies, competition po-

licy, and regulatory cooperation “as well as general demands regarding domestic regulation” are in-

cluded (ibid.). Moreover, “investor-state dispute resolution procedures are rooted in the implementa-

tion of investment protection standards” (ibid.). They also contain “extensive institutional and proce-

dural guidelines – such as on how administrative procedures should be conducted” and they “aim 


